
With an increase in youth entrepreneurship across the state and around the country, we're

seeing more and more students looking at how they can start and grow their own businesses.

Whilst there is a large focus on high growth startups, we believe that young people should

start small with products they can produce quickly and easily for under $100. This is why we

have built our 'Young Entrepreneurs' Program. 

 

This program has been designed to get students starting their own small businesses over the

course of a term. Throughout the program, students dive deep into branding and marketing,

business models and product design with the aim of launching their own small business at the

conclusion of the program.  

 

This is a great program to show students just how easy it is to start their own small businesses

and how they can start and grow these businesses while they're still in school. 

Young Entrepreneurs After School Program

Innovate - Create - Educate

The Program

How Do Businesses Work?

We start the program by first looking at how some of our favourite brands and businesses work

and what makes them tick. Looking at global leaders like Apple, Instagram and X-Box,

students will be deconstructing these brands to see why they're successful and why they've

made certain decisions to contribute to that success. 

Ideation To Creation

After building an understanding of how businesses work, we'll then start looking at what sort

of businesses we want to start. We'll be encouraging students to look at what small

businesses they can start to sell products online or at local markets. 

The Product

Once we know who our customers are and what our brand will look like, we'll turn our

attention to actually building our product and getting some samples ready to go. 

The Essentials 

From there we'll start to bed down the essentials that will see students identifying who will

buy their product, what they're going to be selling and how they plan on making money. 

The Design

One of the most important parts of starting any business is making sure that your brand and

products look great. We'll spend this session designing logos for our business, designing

packaging and looking at what our products are going to look like. 

Getting Ready To Sell

Finally we'll have students getting their products and ideas ready to start selling. From

looking at what their online store will look like, to designing their market stall, we'll have

students ready to start selling their products.


